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Welcoming our 49th EXCO
Past events- Photos and thoughts!
Look out for Xperience Pharm & YEP!
Unwind with interesting info-bits!
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Above: Editorial Comments & Cover Page from the 1966 Pharmaceutica Annual







We enjoyed the sun, sand and sea at the beach and had a blast 
with many different uniquely- designed games :)

We were under the hot sun the 
entire day and everyone played so 
hard till they were exhausted. 
Thought we could get some rest at 
night but...
      

Going around various parts of Singapore for our amazing race before 
finally arriving at the lovely NSRCC where we stayed over for 2 nights.

Outside LT27, we were playing ice-breaking games, cheering, and 
painting our own OG flags.



On the third day it was back to more games but this time it was a 
hundred times more wet and dirty.

there were more activities such as cool mass dances and every freshie's 
first ever secret pal interaction! Definitely one of the most memorable 
and talked-about moments in FOC.

These guys are 
definitely 
having a lot of fun! 
:)



I'm sure FOC 2010 will definitely be as good if not better than 
Kizuna 09! :)



FRESHMEN ORIENTATION
WEEK - FOW

Freshman Orientation Week 2009 was an exciting 4-day camp! We got 
to know our new classmates, seniors and familiarize ourselves with the 
campus and university life through a series of talks, games and also Rag 
and Flag.





PHARMACY 
FLAG’09





































Youth Expedition Project














